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FACE THE NATION 

 

05/02/10 Guests: Bob Orr, Justice and Homeland Security Correspondent, CBS News (1); Mark Strassmann, Correspondent, 

CBS News (2); Senator Mary Landrieu (D-LA) (3); Representative Charlie Melancon (D-LA) (3); Representative 

Luis Gutierrez (D-IL) (4); J.D. Hayworth, U.S. Senate Candidate (R-AZ) (4) 

Guest Moderator: Harry Smith, Anchor, The Early Show 

1) Topics include: thwarted terrorist attack involving a bomb found in a smoking sports utility vehicle last night in 

Times Square, New York City 

2) Topics include: ongoing oil leak in the Gulf of Mexico, caused by the April 20th explosion on an offshore oil 

platform operated by BP 

3) Topics include: Failure to plug the uncontrolled flow of oil into the Gulf of Mexico / devastating effect on the 

coastal wetlands and fishing industry of Louisiana / disappointment in the response to this disaster from the federal 

government, state government and BP / resilience of the people of Louisiana in handling disasters / need to tighten 

safety measures in order to protect workers and the surrounding coastline / proposed measures to contain the spill / 

existence of a federal fund to aid in oil spill clean up, implemented after the Exxon Valdez 

4) Topics include: arrest of Congressman Gutierrez while protesting Arizona‟s new immigration law / differing 

opinions as to what the law hopes to enforce / need for both sides to have a debate on illegal immigration / proposals 

from Representative Gutierrez on how to handle the problem / reaction from Mr. Hayworth and Representative 

Gutierrez to the claim that the law is racist / reaction to the decision by various groups and organizations to boycott 

Arizona 

 

05/09/10 Guests: Admiral Thad Allen, Commandant of the United States Coast Guard (1); John Brennan, Assistant to the 

President for Counterterrorism and Homeland Security (2); Senator Christopher Dodd (D-CT), Chairman, United 

States Senate Committee on Banking, Housing, & Urban Affairs (3); Senator Richard Shelby (R-AL), Ranking 

Member, United States Senate Committee on Banking, Housing, & Urban Affairs (3) 

1) Topics include: failure of the containment dome to control the oil leak in the Gulf of Mexico / current estimate of 

five thousand barrels a day leaking into the Gulf of Mexico / plan to utilize a “junk shot” in an attempt to contain the 

leak / concern that ocean currents could spread the oil 

2) Topics include: discovery that the Times Square bomber Faisal Shazad was working on behalf of the Tehrik-I-

Taliban Pakistan (TTP), and not alone, as had originally been believed / update on the ongoing investigation in the 

United States and Pakistan / praise for the intelligence and human effort that goes into preventing terrorist attacks / 

speculation as to the motive behind Shazad‟s attempted attack / strengths and weaknesses of the current system in 

place for monitoring potential terrorists 

3) Topics include: possible reasons behind Thursday‟s drastic Wall Street stock market drop / concern that the 

technology has gotten ahead of the regulators / call for an investigation by the Securities Exchange Commission / 

reaction to reports that this may have been a cyber attack by somebody hoping to make illegal profits / proposed 

legislation requiring an early warning system 

 

05/16/10 Guests: Senator Dianne Feinstein (D-CA), Senate Committee on the Judiciary (1); Senator Jon Kyl (R-AZ), Senate 

Committee on the Judiciary (1); Jan Crawford, CBS News Chief Legal Correspondent (2); Jeff Zeleny, The New 

York Times (2) 

1) Topics include: the nomination of Solicitor General Elena Kagan to the Supreme Court / her decision, while dean 

of Harvard Law, to ban military recruiters from the campus of Harvard University / Senator Kyl‟s concern over 

Kagan‟s views on terrorism, based on a 2005 letter to the Senate / whether or not Kagan‟s letter to then-President 

Bill Clinton, urging him to be against partial-birth abortion, will negatively influence Senator Feinstein / reaction to 

an article written by Kagan where she described the confirmation hearing process as vapid, hollow exchanges / belief 

that a nominee‟s religion makes no difference and should not be discussed during the process / opinion that 

Republicans will not attempt to filibuster Kagan‟s nomination 

2) Topics include: reaction form Republicans and Democrats over the nomination of Elena Kagan; Senate primary 

races in Pennsylvania and Kentucky 
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FACE THE NATION (continued) 

 

05/23/10 Guests: Robert Gibbs, White House Press Secretary (1); Senator Lamar Alexander (R-TN), Chairman, Senate 

Republican Conference (2); Representative Joe Sestak (D-PA), Democratic Candidate for Senate (3) 

1) Topics include: video from U.S. born al Qaeda cleric Anwar al-Awlaki; criticism against the Obama 

administration for its handling of the oil leak in the Gulf of Mexico / relationship with BP, legally responsible for 

stopping the leak / possibility of a criminal investigation by the Justice Department / quarrelsome atmosphere at 

Friday‟s White House press corps briefing / reaction to the appraisal of the Obama administration‟s response to the 

oil leak being described as “this administration‟s Katrina” / response to rebukes from Sarah Palin and Kentucky 

primary winner Rand Paul over the handling of the oil spill; rumor that the Obama administration offered 

Pennsylvania primary winner Joe Sestak a post in the administration if he would not run against incumbent Senator 

Arlen Specter 

2) Topics include: appeal for allowing the administration to do its job in cleaning up the oil spill; support for Tea 

Party member and candidate for Senate Rand Paul / reaction to Paul‟s positions on the Civil Rights Bill, the 

Disabilities Act, and his call for the abolishment of the Federal Reserve and the Department of Education / role of 

the Tea Party in the Republican Party 

3) Topics include: confirmation that the Obama administration asked Congressman Sestak to bow out of the Senate 

Democratic primary race / commitment to the Democratic principles / factors behind Sestak‟s decision to run and 

eventual victory over incumbent Senator Specter 

 

05/30/10 Guests: Bob Dudley, Managing Director, BP (1); Carol Browner, Assistant to the President for Energy and Climate 

Change (2); Representative Ed Markey (D-MA), Chairman, Select Committee on Energy Independence and Global 

Warming (3); Sharyl Attkisson, CBS News Investigative Correspondent, Washington, D.C. (4) 

Guest Moderator: John Dickerson, CBS News Political Analyst, Contributor 

1) Topics include: failure of the top kill to stem the flow of oil leaking into the Gulf of Mexico / details and risks 

associated with implementing a containment dome as the next effort to control the leak / expected date for the 

completion of the relief wells / criticism from the Obama Administration that BP intentionally misled the White 

House as to the severity of the leak 

2) Topics include: importance of the initial figures estimating the amount of oil leaking into the Gulf of Mexico, as 

BP will pay a fine based upon those numbers / lead role of the Obama Administration in containing the leak / 

concern over the use of toxic oil dispersants 

3) Topics include: poor assessments are based upon BP‟s stake in their own liability for the oil spill / total lack of 

confidence in BP / support for lifting the liability cap on BP / belief that BP may have engaged in criminal activity 

4) Topics include: lack of confidence in the information released from BP or the federal government / call from 

Congress to open a criminal investigation 

 

60 MINUTES 

 

05/02/10 “The All-American Canal” - a report on the great number of illegal immigrants who have drowned trying to cross 

the All-American Canal, an eighty-five mile irrigation project just north of California‟s border with Mexico.  It has 

almost no rescue lines, climb-out ladders or other safety devices.  Includes interviews with: Stephanie Martinez, 

whose husband, Sergio, drowned trying to cross the canal; Stella Mendoza, director, Imperial Irrigation District; 

John Fletermeyer, drowning expert, Florida International University; Dr. John Hunter, physicist and canal safety 

activist.  (C:  Scott Pelley - P: Shawn Efran) 

“Chef Jose Andres” - an interview and profile of Jose Andres, a chef who emigrated to the U.S. from Spain twenty 

years ago and whose avant-garde cooking technique, called molecular gastronomy, has made him a top American 

chef.  Andres also discusses his volunteer work at the DC Central Kitchen in Washington, D.C.  Includes comments 

by Ruth Reichl, food writer, and Robert Egger, founder of the DC Central Kitchen.  (C: Anderson Cooper - P: Bill 

Owens) 

“Conan” - an interview with comedian Conan O‟Brien about his experience with NBC as the short-lived successor 

to Jay Leno as host of The Tonight Show, and his current activities.  Also includes comments by Liza O‟Brien, his 

wife.  (C: Steve Kroft - P: Deirdre Naphin Curran) 
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60 MINUTES (continued) 

 

05/09/10 “Homegrown Terror” - a report on the incidence of American citizens who have traveled abroad for terrorist 

training by al Qaeda and their surrogates in order to attack America or its allies.  Among those cited and profiled are 

Faisal Shahzad, who attempted to detonate a car bomb in Times Square; Najibullah Zazi; Omar Hammami; Adam 

Gadahn.  Includes interviews with: Raymond Kelly, New York City police commissioner; Art Folsom, lawyer for 

accused terrorist Najibullah Zazi; Philip Mudd, former senior intelligence advisor to the FBI; Abdirizak Bihi, 

community activist with Muslims in Minneapolis; Sheikh Abdirahman Sheikh Omar Ahmed, imam of the Abubakar 

As-Saddique Islamic Center, Minneapolis; Stevan Weine, professor, University of Illinois.  (C: Steve Kroft - P: 

Andy Court, Ira Rosen) 

“The Secretary of State” - an interview with Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton, conducted over the past 

six months at various world locales as she engaged in diplomatic conversations and performed the duties of her 

office.  Among the topics discussed are the global threat of terrorism, U.S. relations with Pakistan, and women‟s 

rights as a personal foreign policy priority.  (C: Scott Pelley - P: Henry Schuster) 

“Walking Away” - a report on the growing phenomenon of „strategic default‟ -- the situation that occurs when a 

homeowner, who actually can afford to continue his mortgage payments, decides to simply walk away from the 

house, because it is now worth as little as half of what he originally paid for it.  Includes interviews with Arizona 

homeowners Chris and Dana Deaner; Jane Ellen Schoolick and Danny Kuene; and Thomas Hansen.  Also includes 

interviews with David Stevens, commissioner, Federal Housing Administration; Chad Ruyle, co-founder, 

youwalkaway.com; Brent White, law professor, University of Arizona.  (C: Morley Safer - P: Deirdre Naphin 

Curran, Katy Textor) 

Andy Rooney Topic: “Who Is Lady Gaga?” - Andy thinks of himself as a normal American, but wonders why he‟s 

never heard of most of the current popular musical performers. 

 

05/16/10 “The Blowout” - an investigation into the causes of the explosion of the Deepwater Horizon oil drilling rig in the 

Gulf of Mexico on April 20th, resulting in an ongoing oil leak into the waters off of Louisiana.  Discussed are the 

roles and responsibilities of the companies involved: Transocean, owner of the rig; BP, owner of the well; and 

Halliburton, a subcontractor.  Featured is  an interview with Mike Williams, the chief electronics technician on the 

rig.  Also interviewed are: Dr. Robert Bea, professor of engineering, University of California, Berkeley; and Ken 

Abbott, a former BP employee.  Also includes comments from Wesley Borg and Albert Andry who, with their 

friends Dustin King and Ryan Chaisson, were in a fishing boat directly under the Deepwater Horizon.  (C: Scott 

Pelley - P: Graham Messick, Solly Granatstein)  DOUBLE LENGTH SEGMENT 

“Gustavo Dudamel” - an interview and profile of Gustavo Dudamel, the twenty-nine year old conductor from 

Venezuela who is the new music director of the Los Angeles Philharmonic.  He discusses his implementation in the 

U.S. of  “The System” (El Systema), a free social program for children that uses classical music to impart discipline 

and teamwork, as well as orchestral musical skills.  Also includes comments by Gretchen Nielsen, the L.A. 

Philharmonic‟s education director, who runs YOLA (the Youth Orchestra of Los Angeles); Marin Alsop, conductor, 

Baltimore Symphony Orchestra; Dan Trahey, director of the Orchestra Kids (OrchKids) program of the Baltimore 

Symphony; DeShane Parker, single mother with three children in the Baltimore program.  (C: Bob Simon - P: Harry 

A. Radliffe II) 

Andy Rooney Topic: “The Gambling Industry” - Andy doubts that gambling contributes anything to the economic 

health of Americans and the United States 
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60 MINUTES (continued) 

 

05/23/10 “Are They Safe?” - an investigation into questions about the safety of phthalates, chemicals found in everyday 

plastics, and their possible effects on humans, particularly on the sexual development of male fetuses.  Includes 

interviews with: Dr. Shanna Swan, epidemiologist, University of Rochester Medical School; Dr. Howard Snyder, 

pediatric urologist, Children‟s Hospital, Philadelphia; Cal Dooley, president, American Chemistry Council; Rick 

Woldenberg, owner, Learning Resources, a toy manufacturing company; Dr. Richard Sharpe, phthalate researcher, 

Edinburgh, Scotland.  (C: Lesley Stahl - P: Karen M. Sughrue) 

“The Seed School” - a profile of The SEED Public Charter School, the nation‟s first urban public boarding school. 

With admission by lottery only, this charter school, paid for by private and government money, aims to provide poor 

inner city students with the twenty-four hour supportive academic and social environment of the boarding school 

experience.  Includes interviews with: Raj Vinnakota and Eric Adler, creators of the concept of SEED; Charles 

Adams, the head of school; Lesley Poole, SEED administrator; Jawan Harris, SEED teacher. Also interviewed are 

several SEED students.  (C: Byron Pitts - P: Ruth Streeter) 

“Marty’s Big Idea” - an interview and profile of Marty Cooper who, as an engineer for Motorola,  created the cell 

phone.  In 1973, on a New York City street, he made the first public cell phone call. (C: Morley Safer - P: David 

Browning) 

Andy Rooney Topic: “Trying To Stay Healthy” - Andy tries to compromise with the many contradictions between 

what doctors recommend and certain health studies may find 

 

05/30/10 “The Deadliest Weapon” - an updated, re-edited report on the war in Afghanistan‟s deadliest weapon: the roadside 

bomb or IED (improvised explosive device).  U.S. military search and destroy missions against this terrorist tool are 

carried out across Afghanistan by a small army of elite units called Task Force Paladin, comprised exclusively of 

volunteers.  Includes interviews with: Col. Jeffrey Jarkowsky; Capt. Dave Foster; Sgt. Max Cabrera; Spec. 

Christopher Parsons; Spec. Joshua Gross.  This update includes video footage of a fallen comrade ceremony at 

Bagram Air Base in Afghanistan, honoring roadside bomb victims Air Force Lt. Roslyn Schulte and Army reservist 

Shawn Pine; and footage of a memorial ceremony earlier this month at Eglin Air Force Base in Florida, the home 

base of Task Force Paladin.  (C: Byron Pitts - P: Tom Anderson)  (OAD: 11/15/09 - includes an update.) 

“Resurrecting The Extinct” - a report on advances in DNA research and technology, including genome decoding 

and interspecies cloning, which may one day facilitate the recreation of extinct animals, and can be of use in keeping 

today‟s threatened species from becoming extinct.  Includes interviews with: Sean Carroll, professor of molecular 

biology and genetics, University of Wisconsin; Dr. Betsy Dresser, Audubon Nature Institute, New Orleans.  (C: 

Lesley Stahl - P: Shari Finkelstein, Meghan Frank)  (OAD: 01/10/10) 

“Vogue, Anna Wintour” - an interview with Anna Wintour, Editor of Vogue, the fashion magazine.  Also 

interviewed: Andre Leon Talley, Vogue Editor-At-Large; Grace Coddington, Vogue Creative Director; designers 

Karl Lagerfeld, Nicholas Ghesquire, John Galliano; Bernard Arnault, owner of Dior and chairman of LVMH, the 

largest luxury conglomerate in the world.  (C: Morley Safer - P: Ruth Streeter)  (OAD: 05/17/09) 

Andy Rooney Topic: “A Memorial Day Worth Remembering” - what Memorial Day means to Andy  (OAD: 

05/29/05) 
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48 HOURS MYSTERY 

 

05/01/10 48 HOURS MYSTERY: “A Killer Defense” - a report on the 2007 murder of Jennifer Turner, married but 

separated from North Carolina dentist, Dr. Kirk Turner, due to his infidelities with the family banker, Tondja Colvin.  

Kirk and Jennifer still maintained a lucrative horse farm, but Jennifer had filed for divorce and also brought an 

alienation of affection suit against Tondja.  Their separation also divided the family: daughter Wendy sided with her 

mother and son Richie chose to live with his father.  Jennifer refused Kirk‟s requests to drop the lawsuit against 

Tondja and the separation soon became acrimonious.  Jennifer feared for her life.  On the night of September 12th, 

Greg Smithson, a family friend who had also done work at the horse farm, asked Jennifer if he could pick up some 

equipment and bring Kirk along to help.  Jennifer agreed.  All three of them went to a shed on the property to load 

equipment.  When the conversation between Jennifer and Kirk became personal, Greg excused himself.  Soon after, 

Greg heard screams from the shed.  He found Kirk stabbed in the leg by a seven-foot-long decorative spear and 

Jennifer motionless on the floor.  911 instructed Greg to perform CPR on Jennifer, but she died, having been nearly 

decapitated.  Prosecutors believed that Kirk intended to kill Jennifer and staged the spear attack.  Kirk claimed that 

Jennifer became enraged when he presented an affidavit from her ex-husband, claiming that her first marriage nearly 

twenty-five years earlier had failed because of her obsessive love of horses and alleging that she had been unfaithful -

-- and used his pocket knife to defend himself only after she attacked.  He was put on trial for first degree murder, 

with Smithson‟s testimony playing a key role for both sides.  Prosecutors rebuked his testimony and doubted that he 

had performed CPR on Jennifer.  After testimony from a forensic scientist and Kirk himself, the jury found Kirk 

Turner not guilty by reason of self defense.  Wendy still maintains her father‟s guilt.  Onscreen text graphic: 

Jennifer‟s sister filed a wrongful death lawsuit against Kirk Turner, which was settled out of court.  Wendy and 

Richie are the beneficiaries.  Kirk Turner and Tondja Colvin are still together.  Interviewed: Wendy and Richie 

Turner, children of Jennifer and Kirk; Susan Doran, Linda Ernst, Anne Gould, and Tara Whittaker, Jennifer‟s 

friends; Greg Smithson, friend of Jennifer and Kirk; Joe Cheshire and Brad Bannon, Kirk‟s attorneys; Greg Brown, 

prosecutor; Rob Taylor, prosecutor; Johnny Marks, lead investigator for the prosecution; and unidentified members 

of the jury.  (C: Peter Van Sant - P: Paul LaRosa, Chuck Stevenson, Susan Mallie) 

 

05/08/10 48 HOURS MYSTERY – “Shelley’s Last Breath” - an investigation into the 1999 scuba diving death of Shelley 

Tyre while on vacation on the Caribbean isle of Tortola.  Police questioned her husband and dive partner David 

Swain about every detail of the dive; autopsy results were inconclusive.  Shelley, a school principal who, in the early 

1990s, had met and married David Swain, a divorced father of two, who ran a dive shop, was an adventurous woman 

who couldn‟t care less about money.  Her parents insisted on a pre-nuptial agreement and David Swain agreed he 

would receive no money if they divorced.  With her death, he collected more than $600,000 from her estate.  What 

her parents could not understand was Swain‟s lack of emotion regarding Shelley‟s death.  He explained that he didn‟t 

know had happened to Shelley during the dive.  Although divers are supposed to swim in pairs, she was diving alone 

– he had gone elsewhere in the water.  One year after her death, her parents hired an attorney and sent him and his 

team of experts to Tortola to investigate.  After several months, they uncovered evidence which they believed proved 

David Swain was lying. 48 HOURS hired an underwater forensic expert to examine the evidence; he also concluded 

that it was much more than a diving accident.  Her parents believed that Shelley‟s decision to change jobs and take a 

substantial pay cut may have been the motive for murder.  In 2006, they sued David Swain in civil court for wrongful 

death and won.  Armed with this, the Tyres persuaded the authorities in Tortola to re-open the case: island 

prosecutors charged Swain with the murder of his wife.  Ten years after Shelley‟s death and after two years in a 

Tortola prison, the trial began.  Certain information about David Swain became public during the trial – his father 

had been convicted of sexual abuse and sent to prison.  His mother was bludgeoned to death by his brother, Richard.  

This information, along with testimony from his children and ex-wife was used to explain his behavior.  In the end, 

David Swain was found guilty of murder and sentenced to life in prison.  Onscreen graphics: David Swain plans to 

appeal on the grounds that defense experts were not allowed to testify.  He is eligible for parole in 2032, when he 

will be 76 years old.  Interviewed: David Swain; Jen Bloom and Jeremy Swain, David‟s children; Richard and Lisa 

Tyre, Shelley‟s parents; Don Badger, Shelley‟s co-worker; John Langella, David‟s friend and fellow scuba 

instructor; Sandy Wheeler, David‟s ex-wife; Jeff Morgan, San Bernardino, California Sheriff‟s Department; Keith 

Royle, dive boat captain; Bill Oliver, scuba gear designer; Neil Tassel and Tim Bradl, David‟s defense attorneys; Jim 

Erickson, former Minneapolis assistant district attorney; Hayden St. Clair Douglas, local counsel working with 

David‟s defense team.  (C: Troy Roberts - P: Jay Young, Patti Aronofsky, Sarah Prior) 
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48 HOURS MYSTERY (continued) 

 

05/15/10 48 HOURS MYSTERY: “Betting Her Life” - a followup to „Right or Wrong” (OAD: 04/24/04, updated 01/01/08) 

- the story of Susan Wright, a 27-year-old stay-at-home mother from Houston, Texas who stabbed her husband, Jeff, 

193 times.  She claims she was a victim of domestic abuse and that on January 13, 2003, her husband attacked her 

with a knife and she fought back in self-defense.  Prosecutors charged that she was a cold blooded killer who lured 

her husband to bed with the promise of sex, tied him up and then brutally murdered him.  A jury found Susan Wright 

guilty of murder and sentenced her to 25 years in prison.  Six years have passed and now, attorney Brian Wice has 

taken on her case, believing Susan Wright deserves a new sentencing hearing, because, he argues, prosecutor Kelly 

Siegler chose to inflame rather than inform the jury, and that Wright‟s original lawyers should have called more 

witnesses, including experts on battered women.  He also has a new witness - Misty McMichael, ex-wife of former 

NFL star Steve McMichael, and who herself, was once engaged to Jeff Wright.  Though she and Susan have never 

met, her story is very similar: both were topless dancers, she says she was abused by Jeff Wright, but she filed a 

police report and left him.  Misty McMichael testifies and is a difficult witness on the stand but Judge Wallace orders 

a new sentencing hearing.  This is not to determine Susan‟s guilt, but to see if she might be given a sentence other 

than the 25 years she is now serving.  The hearing is expected to be held in the fall of 2010.  Onscreen graphic: 

Susan Wright‟s children, Bradley and Kaily, are now 11 and 8.  They were adopted by Jeff‟s brother.  Her new 

sentencing hearing is expected in the fall.  Interviewed: Susan Wright; Cindy Stewart, Susan‟s sister; Ron Wright, 

Jeff‟s father; Prosecutor Kelly Siegler; medical examiner Dwayne Wolf; Attorney Brian Wice; Judge Jim Wallace; 

Dr. Jerome Brown, an expert on battered women; Misty McMichael.  (C: Richard Schlesinger - P: Clare Friedland, 

Jenna Jackson, Chuck Stevenson) 

 

05/22/10 48 HOURS MYSTERY - “Deep Secret” (9:00-10:00p) - On June 21, 1977, eighteen-year-old Jeffrey Klee of 

Coral Springs, Florida, went out drinking with his best friend, David Cusanelli -- and never returned home.  When 

police questioned Cusanelli, he told them that Jeff had dropped him off and then had headed home himself that night.  

Eventually investigators assumed that Jeff had run away.  Thirty years passed.  Then, in 2008, Klee‟s van was 

discovered in a Coral Springs canal which was being dredged for stolen vehicles. It contained Klee‟s skeletal 

remains and some personal possessions.  Just two weeks prior to this discovery, Danna Holmes, a Coral Springs 

resident, told police that, in the year 2000, an inebriated man in a Coral Springs bar told her that he had accidentally 

killed his best friend.  When she was shown a photo lineup to identify that man, she picked out David Cusanelli.  

Police interrogation of Cusanelli and his brother Carl eventually elicited the admission that David Cusanelli had 

gotten into a fight with Klee over Ginny Healy Spence, and that Klee had sustained an accidental injury to his head 

and died -- after which the Cusanellis pushed the van, containing Klee‟s body, into the canal. Because there is no 

evidence to suggest homicide, no charges were made against the Cusanellis. Also, according to 1977 Florida law, 

there was then a three year statute of limitations for manslaughter charges. The Klees cannot even sue in civil court 

for wrongful death -- the statute of limitations has also run out on that.  The Florida legislature recently defeated a 

proposal to eliminate the statute of limitations in wrongful death cases.  Onscreen  graphic update: Last week 

Florida enacted the Jeffrey Klee Memorial Act, a law eliminating the statute of limitations for wrongful death claims.  

The Klee family cannot sue anyone for wrongful death because the new law is not retroactive.  Includes interviews 

with: Ginny Healy Spence, Jeff Klee‟s girlfriend; Bob Vernon, retired Coral Springs police detective; Flossie Klee, 

mother of Jeff Klee; Jeff‟s sisters Laurel Klee (Steele), Cyndy Klee, and DeeDee Klee; Danna Holmes, Coral 

Springs resident; Dave Weissman, Coral Springs detective; Mitch Polay, lawyer for the Cusanelli brothers; Shari 

Tate Jenkins, Florida State Assistant Attorney.  (C: Erin Moriarty - P: Gail Abbott Zimmerman, Marc B. Goldbaum, 

Lourdes Aguiar)  (OAD: 06/02/09 - includes brief update in the form of an onscreen text graphic.) 
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48 HOURS MYSTERY (continued) 

 

05/22/10 48 HOURS MYSTERY: “One of Their Own” (10:00-11:00p) - a report about how and why decorated female Los 

Angeles Police Detective Stephanie Lazarus was charged with the 1986 murder of Sherri Mae Rasmussen.  The 

victim, newly married to John Ruetten, Lazarus‟ ex-boyfriend, was attacked, beaten and shot to death in her Los 

Angeles home.  Police pursued a robbery motive, even though the only things missing were her car and her marriage 

certificate.  For more than two decades, her father, Nels Rasmussen, has been on a frustrating quest to find out the 

truth about his daughter‟s murder.  Believing that Sherri‟s husband, John Ruetten,  was not involved, he says he has 

tried many times to get the police to focus on John‟s ex-girlfriend Stephanie Lazarus.  Sherri had told her family that 

Stephanie was still obsessed with John and believed that Sherri had stolen John away from her. Recently, the LAPD 

cold case squad quietly re-opened the case.  A piece of evidence -- a saliva sample taken from a bite mark on 

Sherri‟s arm -- was sent to a DNA lab.  The results indicated that it belonged to a woman, and led police to suspect 

one of their own: Stephanie Lazarus.  Finally Nels Rasmussen felt that police where listening to him.  Detectives 

trailed Stephanie Lazarus to obtain a DNA sample and the results were stunning: the DNA from Sherri‟s bite mark 

and that of Stephanie Lazarus matched.  In a covert operation, a team planned her arrest and in June 2009, Lazarus 

was charged with first-degree murder.  Her trial is expect to begin shortly.  Onscreen text graphic: If convicted, 

Stephanie Lazarus could face life in prison.  A judge ruled out the death penalty.  Interviewed: Andrew Blankstein 

and Joel Rubin; Sherri‟s sister Teresa; Nels and Loretta Rasmussen, Sherri‟s parents; Jayne Goldberg, Peggy 

Crabtree, Sherri‟s friends; Mark Overland, Lazarus‟ attorney; John Taylor, the Rasmussen‟s attorney; Alan Tarsky, 

Sherri‟s neighbor; Burt Luper, a retired LAPD detective who is now on Lazarus‟ defense team; Steven Lazarus, 

Stephanie‟s brother.  (C: Maureen Maher - P: Ira Sutow, Taigi Smith, Greg Fisher, Avi Cohen) 

 

05/29/10 48 HOURS MYSTERY: “Blood and Money On Horseshoe Bay” (9:00-10:00p) - a report on the November 

2005 murder of Charlie White, a larger-than-life Texas millionaire who lived a lavish lifestyle in Horseshoe Bay, 

Texas.  When police were called to White‟s lakeside mansion, they found his body, which had been brutally beaten, 

with an extension cord wrapped around his neck several times.  By first impression, White was a very likeable 

person, but as police investigated his murder, a darker image of White emerged -- one of a cruel man with a 

dangerous mean streak sharpened by arrogance, alcohol, and women.  With an unbridled passion for the fairer sex, 

White bedded and rated the sexual prowess of over a thousand women, including strippers, prostitutes, and even the 

girlfriends of his own son Darin, who Charlie used to pick up women to fulfill his needs.  As the murder 

investigation unfolded, police focused on the troubled relationship between father and son and soon settled on Darin 

as the main suspect.  When Darin voluntarily came in for questioning, he admitted to being with Charlie the night he 

died.  Darin claimed that after a trip to Wal-Mart, they returned home, where he and his father got into an argument 

that turned dangerously violent -- Darin believed that his father was going to kill him.  After Darin beat and choked 

his father, he went upstairs to bed and the next morning, drove to his mother‟s house in New Mexico.  But the Texas 

Rangers didn‟t buy Darin‟s story and found no evidence to show that 73-year-old Charlie put up a fight at all.  

Arrested for his father‟s murder, prosecutors maintained that it was a case of premeditated murder.  But Darin‟s 

attorney, Eddie Shell, maintained that it was a misdemeanor murder and a crime of sudden passion, which carries a 

much lighter sentence.  Shell believed that Darin exploded and killed his father in a fit of rage -- one that was 

brought on by years of torment and physical abuse.  In the end, the jury sentenced Darin White to twenty years 

confinement in the Texas Department of Criminal Justice Institutional Division for the murder of his father, Charlie 

White.  Darin will be eligible for parole in ten years.  (C: Peter Van Sant - P: Jay Young, Jenna Jackson)  (OAD: 

11/01/08) 
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48 HOURS MYSTERY (continued) 

 

05/29/10 48 HOURS: LIVE TO TELL: “Black Wave” (10:00-11:00p) - In June 2005, John and Jean Silverwood of San 

Diego, California, along with their four children, were sailing around the world in their 55-foot catamaran when they 

struck a hidden reef.  A massive wave then forced the 2,500 pound mast to fall on John Silverwood, pinning him to 

the deck and cutting right through his leg.  Through the resourcefulness of his son, Ben, and his wife, Jean, John‟s 

blood loss was stopped, and the family was moved to a coral ledge about a hundred feet away from the boat.  The 

signal from their emergency beacon, held by son Jack, enabled the Coast Guard Station in Alameda, California, to 

pinpoint their location - approximately 350 nautical miles west of Tahiti Papeete. They were finally rescued and John 

was transported to the hospital in Tahiti.  Although his leg had to be amputated, John‟s life was saved.  Includes 

individual narrations by Jean and John Silverwood and their children: Ben, Amelia, Camille and Jack; Ernie Delli 

Gatti of Coast Guard Search and Rescue.  (Producers: Chuck Stevenson, Chris Young, Gregory F. McLaughlin, 

Doreen Schechter, Joan Adelman)  (OAD: 02/28/09) 

 

CBS NEWS SPECIAL BROADCAST 

 

05/30/10 60 MINUTES PRESENTS: “Gotti” - an expanded version of the 60 MINUTES double length segment “Gotti” 

(OAD: 04/11/10), an interview and profile of John Gotti, Jr., son of the late convicted mafia boss John Gotti, head of 

the Gambino crime family.  He discusses his infamous father, whom he strove to please by living a life of crime, and 

his own eventual decision to leave that life.  Also includes comments by his lawyer, Charles Carnesi, who was 

present during the interview.  Previously un-aired material includes further comments and reflections by Gotti about 

his relationship with his father and about his own privacy now, and a look at his “Indian Room”, a smoking room in 

his home that doubles as a shrine to famous Native Americans.  (C: Steve Kroft - P: Iran Rosen) 
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